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It seems like you can find security
flaws in Microsoft code almost daily.
This must be extremely frustrating

for security administrators in large net-
works. Whenever they find a new security
exposure, these
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s
must (should)
install the corre-
sponding patches
that correct the
problem on all of
the servers possi-
bly affected by
exposure. Failure
to implement these
patches in a timely
fashion could com-
promise a corporation’s entire network.

Speed in implementing a security-
related patch is important. Once you find
a security weakness, it does not take
long for sample “hacker code” that can
exploit the weakness to hit the streets.
The longer you wait to implement a
patch, the greater the risk of facing

attacks from hackers who will use logic
within the sample code to develop their
own creations.

This article examines what is behind a
Microsoft security bulletin, including a

software product
that thinks like a
hacker that you
can use to identify
possible security
exposures in your
network.

THE IIS ISAPI
SECURITY
FLAW

M i c r o s o f t
recently released a bulletin about a security
exposure that someone discovered in
Internet Information Server (IIS) Version
5.0 Server. I examined the details of this
security exposure and what I found was
quite surprising. As I was investigating the
IIS security flaw, I wanted to find answers
to the following questions:
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It is imperative that security administrators implement
the latest patches to correct problems and minimize

security risks. Security administrators can also protect
their systems by using software products that can help
to identify possible network security exposures.

Once a security
weakness is found, it
does not take long for

sample “hacker code” that
can exploit the weakness

to hit the streets.
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◆ What type of code flaw caused this security exposure?
◆ How did they discover the security hole?
◆ How would a hacker exploit this exposure?

Before delving into the answers to these questions, let me tell you
that this is a high-risk exposure. If you are running IIS 5.0 on a
Windows 2000 Server you should implement the patch provided by
Microsoft to close this hole. For more information on this security
exposure, and information on the patch to correct the flaw, please refer
to www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/MS01-023.asp.

WHAT TYPE OF CODE FLAW CAUSED THIS
SECURITY EXPOSURE?

I am not a hacker, so when I discovered the type of code flaw that
caused this security exposure I was a bit surprised that anyone
could even find such a flaw, much less exploit it to attack a system.
The code flaw is located in the IIS 5.0 code that controls Internet
printing. The IIS 5.0 Internet printing code is implemented using an
ISAPI filter. This Internet Printing ISAPI filter is susceptible to a
buffer overflow attack because of improper bounds checking on
user input buffers. A hacker could use this exposure to run any code
he desires under the Local System Administrator security context.

HOW WAS THIS SECURITY HOLE DISCOVERED?

I was always under the impression that Microsoft issued patches
to cover any security vulnerability because they discovered a virus
or because a hacker used the security flaw as an access mechanism.
I was quite surprised to discover that this is not always the case.

A company that makes security-related software discovered the
security exposure in the IIS 5.0 ISAPI buffer code. One of the products
sold by this company will analyze your network, looking for
“cracks” in your systems that a hacker could exploit. This software
product, Retina from eEye Digital Security (www.eeye.com),
“thinks” as a hacker would. It searches around the various comput-
ers attached to your network, looking for security weaknesses.
Instead of exploiting those weaknesses, Retina will produce a
report showing you where you should be focusing your attention to
tighten up your network security. I will take a closer look at the
reports generated by Retina later in this article.

After looking into eEye, I thought that this company had found
the perfect niche market, and that there was absolutely no way that
Microsoft could compete with them. There will always be security
vulnerabilities in the code that Microsoft ships, so eEye will always
have a market. Even better, this would be very fun stuff for their
technicians to examine. Let’s face it, hacking sounds like fun, so
doing this legally and making money at it seems like “Nirvana.”

HOW WOULD A HACKER EXPLOIT THIS
EXPOSURE?

Did you ever look at the source code for a virus or a hacker’s
security-breaching program? While investigating the IIS 5.0 ISAPI
security flaw, I decided to go out on the Internet to look for a sam-
ple program that would exploit this IIS 5.0 ISAPI security hole. I
did not find any malicious code, but I did find a “proof of concept”
program that uses the IIS ISAPI hole to write a file to the IIS server’s

C:\ drive. The technicians who work for eEye Digital Security
wrote this proof of concept program.

The program I found was a very small “C” program. The most
interesting thing about the code was the comments. If you are
interested in looking at the type of code that could take advantage
of a buffer overflow, follow this link: www.eeye.com/
html/research/Advisories/iishack2000.c.

I was a bit skeptical about publishing the above link to this proof
of concept code. I assumed that providing this type of “sample”
program, even though it is not malicious code, could help hackers
develop their own more potent attack programs. I expressed my
concerns to Marc Maiffret, the Chief Hacking Officer (isn’t that a
great title?) of eEye Digital Security. He assured me that there was
no way that hackers could use the proof of concept code maliciously.
He also told me that eEye had developed a malicious program that
uses the IIS ISAP flaw to access a system. eEye developed this
malicious code to prove that the security exposure was real and
dangerous. For example, their malicious code actually called
cmd.exe, giving them access to the command prompt under the
Local System Administrator security context. (Hint: It would be
wise to hurry and install that patch!)

RETINA

I recently downloaded the latest beta version of the Retina
product that is currently developed and marketed by eEye Digital
Security. I installed it on my Windows 2000 Advanced Server and
asked it to scan my server and the Windows 2000 Professional
machine connected to my home network. The results of this scan
were “eye” opening.

The first thing you do after installing Retina is set a range of
TCP/IP addresses for Retina to scan. Retina will then scan the
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The executive summary gives you a bird’s eye view of the security risks on all
machines scanned. 

FIGURE 1: THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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machines within that IP address range, looking for security
weaknesses. Once the scan has completed, you can view several
reports that highlight the weaknesses that were found on each
machine that was scanned.

In my little home network, I am very lax about installing the
latest service packs and security patches. Because of this, the
reports generated by my Retina scan were a bit overwhelming.
One of the reports generated is the “Executive Summary” report.
The screen shot in Figure 1 shows the Executive Summary for
the two machines within my home network at the time of the
Retina scan. As you can see, my network has quite a few high-risk
security vulnerabilities.

Retina also allows you to drill down into its reports to look at the
various vulnerabilities discovered by the scan. Retina will rank the
risk factor (i.e., High, Medium, Low or Information) for each
security exposure found. This is a great time saver, as it allows the
system administrator to concentrate on the high-risk vulnerabilities
first. Figure 2 shows a sample of this detailed report.

Notice in Figure 2 that Retina found several security risks
associated with an evaluation copy of Cold Fusion that I had
installed on my workstation several months ago (and had completely
forgotten about). Not only does Retina point out the security exposure,
but it also shows you how to fix the problem.

I did experience some problems when running Retina on my
Windows 2000 server. I could not get some of the features of the
product to work correctly. Also, at one point, Retina appeared to
hang my server. The only way I could get the server back was to
re-boot. I was running a beta version of the product and perhaps
their production versions are cleaner. If you do decide to try
Retina, be careful.

CONCLUSION

There are many very bright hackers out there just looking to
exploit security flaws within your network. Security exposures
contained in web server code, such as the one illustrated here, are
perhaps the most alarming types of exposures. After all, you expose
your Internet web servers to millions of potential hackers all over
the world.

Do yourself a favor, and look into a security-scanning product,
such as Retina. Retina is not the only security scanner on the
market. While writing this article, I did not test any other security
scanning software, so I do not know how Retina rates compared to
other products. An excellent comparison on the various network
vulnerability scanners available on the market can be found at
www.networkcomputing.com/1201/1201f1b1.html.
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FIGURE 2: DETAILED REPORT OF SECURITY VULNERABILITIES


